
A CLOSER LOOK: YCHARTS & 
SUNGARDEN INVESTMENT RESEARCH

ABOUT: Sungarden Investment Research is a discretionary money 
manager running multiple investment styles using proprietary hedged 
investing strategies. Sungarden invests in stocks for income/longterm 
capital appreciation, and inverse ETF securities to hedge against major 
market declines.

Executive Summary
To provide the services clients need in this complex investment climate, 
investment firms must adopt a proactive approach designed both for what 
could go right and what could go wrong.

For Sungarden Investment Research, the answer lies in proprietary hedged 
investing strategies. But supporting these portfolio management decisions 
requires a high-end research suite.

The initial draw for Sungarden was YCharts’ ability to chart multiple data 
points on a stock. Thanks to YCharts, Sungarden can now collate dozens 
of stock metrics to calculate an automated rating score, which acts as an 
independent check on the firm’s stock selection process. 

YCharts is also giving a boost to Sungarden’s client communications. Using 
the system’s extensive data and charting functionality, Sungarden can 
educate and inform clients with clear insights on changes to their portfolios 
and developments in the wider market. Powering investment research and 
performance, and improving client experience and service—for Sungarden, 
YCharts does it all.
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Hope Is Not An Investment Strategy
For Sungarden Investment Research, helping clients achieve successful 
investment outcomes is as much about playing strong defense as good 
offense. To create the desired balance, Sungarden uses proprietary hedged 
investing strategies to manage volatility and avoid “big” losses—investing 
in stocks for income and/or long-term capital appreciation, depending on 
each client’s unique objectives, while buying inverse ETF securities to hedge 
against major market declines.

“People come to us, and tend to stay with us, 
because of our ability to manage money and service 
our clients’ accounts. By managing money in-house, 
we keep costs down, while enabling clients to talk 
directly to the decision-makers,” says Rob Isbitts, 
Sungarden’s Co-Founder and Chief Investment 
Strategist. “But as a discretionary money manager 
running multiple styles, it is essential we have a 
high-end research suite to support our portfolio 
management capabilities.”

Modern Tools To Keep Pace With The Times
Sungarden’s previous research provider had a reasonable database, but 
it was not web-based or as flexible to use as the firm wanted, says Isbitts. 
“The main issue was that we weren’t able to access it as cleanly as we 
wanted. We couldn’t just log in to a website, or use it on our phones and 
tablets. I’m dedicated to good practice management, and get annoyed when 
I feel there is a better way to do something.”

For Sungarden, that better way is web-based research platform YCharts.

Isbitts is a big believer in investing in improving his firm’s technology if it 
delivers good value. The initial thought behind assessing an alternative 
research provider was “maybe we can get more for less,” explains Isbitts. 
“YCharts is actually less expensive. And it was evidently designed more 
recently than some of the older, better known systems. The customizable 
dashboard allows us to track so many different elements, which means we 
can easily run our daily research activities on it.”

Powerful Charting
The number one feature that attracted Sungarden to YCharts was the ability 
to chart many different data points on a stock, such as the price/earnings 
ratio or dividend yield, as well as the stock price.

“For example, we do a lot of dividend investing, and created a concept called 
YARP—Yield at a Reasonable Price,” says Isbitts. “So if a stock was yielding 
3%, it sold off and is now yielding 4.5%, but we think the business is in 
solid shape, to us that is like buying something on sale. With YCharts we can 
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wealth1. “It’s sort of an indicator of indicators, a macro-
investing version of our stock selection system,” Isbitts 
explains. “We take 10 or 11 different items that help us 
gauge the valuation and momentum level of the broad 
stock market to decide how optimistic or pessimistic to 
be. Formulating the indicator is quite complex, but 
YCharts provides us with a lot of different data that we 
use to create that.”

Isbitts also produces a weekly MarketWatch column that 
addresses relevant current issues2. “The stock rating 
analysis I set out in the articles couldn’t happen if it 
were not for the YCharts data and API,” he notes. 

In the three years since Sungarden began using 
YCharts, it has become the start and end point for 
improving the firm’s client experience and service, 
says Isbitts. “YCharts is crucial not only in powering 
our investment research, but in enabling us to share our 
thinking in a way that is easy for people to understand.” 

In an increasingly complex investment world, that is an 
enormous advantage.

instantly see where a stock is trading versus its yield 
history, as well its price history. It’s not as easy to 
track those movements on other systems.” 

A dream made reality
Sungarden has also been able to strengthen and 
institutionalize its proprietary stock selection 
technique. “Our rating system takes into account 
a multitude of data points on a stock, and is the 
foundation of our research method,” explains Isbitts. 
“I’ve been trying for 20 years to create a robot version 
of my thought process that can act as an automated 
independent check.”

Using the fundamental analysis capabilities within 
YCharts, Sungarden can now collate 60 or 70 
different metrics of a stock in one place. The team 
then determines each metric’s importance within its 
dividend or growth portfolios, weights each data point 
accordingly, and calculates a rating score. 

“It has allowed us to take the dream of our own rating 
system and finally make that a reality,” says Isbitts

Clear service differentiation
Alongside its investment approach, the firm seeks 
to distinguish its services through its diverse library 
of client communications. The focus is on providing 
clear and frequent communications on relevant 
topics – such as explaining changes to the portfolio 
and updates on market events—to further educate 
and inform clients about what is happening with their 
assets and the wider market.

One element is the monthly Investment Climate 
Report, which aims to provide an easy-to-understand 
overview of the market conditions that impact clients’ 
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1. Investment Climate Report,
http://www.fmgwebsites.com/779df10d- ‐c53d- ‐4041- ‐94a9- ‐1eaddef715fc/blog/
investment- ‐climate- ‐report- ‐as- ‐of- ‐2- ‐29- ‐216

2. MarketWatch Trading Deck,
http://www.marketwatch.com/trading- ‐deck/stories?authorid=35140
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